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NEW PROGRAMS
BIARRITZ 2020

@MIPDoc 

CHARLES BRONSON, THE SPIRIT OF MASCULINITY 52’
His gray mustache and his chiseled face have become iconic in the popular 
cinema of the 1960s and 70s. Charles Bronson embodies marginalized 
Native American or Mexican characters with a somewhat archaic, taciturn 
and vaguely reactionary virility. He is the symbol of a whole sub-genre of 
action cinema – the vigilante movie (an urban thriller telling the story of 
a character’s revenge) – with a more than dubious ideology.  And yet on 
closer inspection, the reality is much more nuanced.

TOM CRUISE, AN ETERNAL YOUTH 52’
After a career spanning 40 years, Tom Cruise does not seem to have deve-
loped one wrinkle. His legendary smile has dominated many blockbuster 
productions. This film will try to unveil the man behind the film icon. Al-
though he was, for a long time, Hollywood’s highest paid star, Tom Cruise 
is also a secret and tormented actor.
Theatrical Release of TOP GUNTHE MAVERICK is scheduled for
2021 and MISSION 7 & 8 are announced for 2021 & 2022

JANE FONDA : CITIZEN JANE FONDA 52’
Very few Icons have at once embodied the 
Myths of their own country while revealing its 
contradictions: heiress of the Hollywood star 
system and muse of the French auteur Cinema, 
Academy Award winning actress and committed 
producer, feminist and aerobic queen, activist 
and fearless businesswoman… In a lifetime, 
Jane Fonda may have reconciled all the facets of 
America without renouncing her own integrity.

JULIE ANDREWS FOREVER 52’
Julie Andrews starred in Hollywood productions 
that have become iconic movies, winning an 
Oscar for her performance as Mary Poppins, 
a symbol of the magic of musicals from the 
1960s.  And yet, behind the squeaky-clean 
image hides a much more tortuous career, with 
its moments of glory and tough times, all of 
which explain the longevity of a story that is 
still being written.

JOHN WAYNE, AMERICA AT ALL COSTS 52’
Archetype of a heroic cowboy or uncompromi-
sing macho: Wayne fascinates. The film reveals 
the man through his unexpected – but real - 
frailty, and portrays its hero at the twilight of his 
life. The aim of this film is to make a connexion 
between “the patriot artist” and the real man.

C I N E M A

mailto:infosales@artefrance.fr
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CHARLES_BRONSON__LE_GENIE_DU_MaLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOM_CRUISE_LE_DORIAN_GRAY_DE_L_AMERIQUE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/CITIZEN_JANE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JULIE_ANDREWS_L_INTEMPORELLE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/JOHN_WAYNE__DERRIeRE_LA_LEGENDE
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E C O N O M Y

H I S T O R Y @MIPDoc @MIPDoc @MIPDoc I N V E S T I G A T I O N

M U S I C

L I T E R A T U R E

GUITAR, A SIX STRING WEAPON 52’
For most of the 20th century, more than any 
other instrument, the guitar was a symbol of 
rebellion. Wielded by musicians from all walks 
of life, it was a weapon used to wage ideologi-
cal battles, to fight the establishment and light 
the fires of resistance.

MUSIC LIVE COLLECTION 32x60’
A collection of 32 live concerts filmed in optimal 
conditions, often in 4K, in extraordinary places. 
Among the artists : Angus and Julia Stone, Lu-
cas Debargue, Christian Scott, Monty Alexander, 
Avishai Cohen Quartet, Linda Lee Hopkins, Jacky 
Terrasson... and many more.

THE WORLD ACCORDING TO RADIOHEAD 52’
Radiohead’s music has been transcending 
genres for 25 years. This film reveals how the 
band succeeded in reinventing themselves 
to always be in step with the times, and how 
they managed to preserve their originality and 
independence.

STEPHEN KING, A NECESSARY EVIL 52'  
Consecrated “king of horror” of modern 
literature, he distinguished himself in other 
genres such as fantasy, science fiction or detective 
stories. Several of his works have been adapted 
for cinema such as Shining by Stanley Kubrick, 
Dead Zone by David Cronenberg or Misery by Rob 
Reiner. Long despised by literary critics, it has 
since won several prestigious awards such as the 
National Book Award.

DOCTOR JIVAGO, URAL HERO 52’
Boris Pasternak’s great novel Doctor Jivago is 
very popular. It won the Nobel Prize for Litera-
ture in 1958 and was successfully adapted by 
Hollywood. But its author’s struggle against the 
Russian authorities, the censorship, or the CIA’s 
involvement is less talked about. Discover this 
great Russian novel’s rocky journey in the midst 
of the Cold War. To this day, it still arouses lively 
debates in Russia.

DORIAN GRAY, A PORTRAIT OF OSCAR WILDE 
52'
This documentary allows the viewer to 
experience the dramatic power of this fantasy 
tale that probes the torments of narcissism, and  
explores the book’s premonitory dimension, 
which prefigures both the author’s tragic fate and 
contemporary society’s obsession with image.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Guitare__une_arme_a_6_cordes
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/MUSIC_LIVE_COLLECTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/STEPHEN_KING____EMISSAIRE_DU_CAUCHEMAR_AMERICAIN
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Je_vous_invite_a_mon_execution__Le_dossier_Docteur_Jivago
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_Portrait_de_Dorian_Gray_ou_le_reve_de_la_jeunesse_eternelle
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RADIOHEAD___GROUPE_MUTANT
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INTIMATE BEETHOVEN 52’
We celebrate the 250th anniversary of his birth. 
This is a great occasion to learn about the com-
poser’s life through his letters, his handwritten 
notes and the testimonies of great musicians 
and artists of our time. Through writing and 
music, this film offers an intimate approach to 
Beethoven’s life and work.
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY 2020

ARTISTS AND LOVE  9x26’
With Lee Miller and Man Ray, Frida Kahlo and Diego Rivera, Vassily Kandinsky and Gabriele Münter, 
Emilie Flöge and Gustav Klimt, Claude Cahun and Marcel Moore... and more.This documentary series 
tells the story of intimate and tumultuous love stories in the context of art history. A love story is a 
fascinating detour that can lead us to discover and rediscover an artistic journey and the works that 
are born from its romantic encounters.

4 NEW EPISODES  

CHINA’S SUPER COLLECTORS 52’
They are omnipresent on the international art 
market. They spend millions in US dollars on 
works by Picasso, Modigliani, Van Gogh or the 
French Impressionists. For the first time, these 
wealthy and discrete collectors open their door 
to show their priceless treasures!

A R T  &  C U LT U R E

MODIGLIANI AND HIS SECRETS 52' 
Born in 1884, Amedeo Modigliani left no legacy 
of correspondence or theoretical writings. The 
public interest in his work seems to be inversely 
proportional to the attention paid to his life by 
art historians. This film sets out to retrace his 
life, exploring key locations and relationships, 
and his influences.
SPECIAL ANNIVERSARY 2020

THE LOUVRE IS MOVING  52’
The Louvre is an iceberg: 35,000 works on the 
surface, 250,000 in reserve, a large part of 
which is below the level of the Seine. Threate-
ned by floods, the reserves must leave the 
area to reach Liévin, 200 km away: 250,000 
sculptures, paintings, ceramics, accumulated 
over 700 years...

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/BEETHOVEN_INTIME
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_FRENESIE_DES_COLLECTIONNEURS_CHINOIS
https://sales.arte.tv/fiche/MODIGLIANI_ET_SES_SECRETS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/AMOUR_A_L_OEUVRE_-_SAISON_2__L__
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LE_LOUVRE_DEMENAGE
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JEAN PAUL GAULTIER’S LAST SHOW 52’ 
To mark his 50th year as a designer, Jean Paul 
Gaultier held his final show in 2020 in Paris, with 
an event combining models and artistic 
performances. Let’s look back at his incredible 
career and personality. 
With exclusive access, Loïc Prigent’s documentary 
follows the legendary bad-boy of French fashion.

F A S H I O N

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF CHRISTIAN LOUBOUTIN  
52’
Creator of the iconic and glamourous red-soled 
footwear, Louboutin imagines the shoe as a work 
of art. The film follows the making of a collection 
and is an opportunity for him to pay tribute to the 
artists and craftsmen who have crossed his path. 

A JOURNEY WITH SHOES 52’
From the first rough hessian to glossy, towering, 
highly expensive Louboutin, shoes have 
sympbolized status, power and sex appeal. 
This fim tells how shoes revel how we live and 
the social class we inhibit, while following the 
making of a «perfect shoe» by highly successful 
shoemakers Preston and Zly and 3 wannabe 
shoe desigers.

A TASTE OF FRANCE  8x52’
Spurred by their passion and ambition, talented 
international chefs are reviving the spirit of 
French cuisine with renewed vigor. Journey with 
them as they dive into the fascinating stories 
behind France’s regional products from Corsica, 
Provence, Burgundy,…to compose authentic, 
sophisticated and delicious French menus.

ISABEL MARANT, BIRTH OF A COLLECTION 52’
She is renowned worldwide for her fashion sense 
that combines chic and casual. Isabel Marant is 
pivotal in the world of fashion. She dresses up 
“real girls”, not fantasies. We will follow her 
from the first beginnings of a collection to its 
realization on the podium.

L I F E S T Y L E

PURE MUSCLE 10x5’
What if bodybuilding was not just a simple 
sporting and aesthetic discipline? What if it the 
practice was actually conforming to the social 
pressures of our neoliberal society, by celebrating 
and encouraging the constant surpassing of 
oneself?

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Le_dernier_defile_de_Jean-Paul_Gaultier
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LOUBOUTIN__LES_CHEMINS_DE_LA_CREATION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_JOURNEY_WITH_SHOES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LES_MAITRES_DES_SAVEURS
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISABELLE_MARANT___NAISSANCE_D_UNE_COLLECTION
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TOUS_MUSCLES_1
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S C I E N C E @MIPDoc @MIPDoc T R A V E L  &  A D V E N T U R E

LANDS OF WOMEN  5x52'
From India to the Bijagos archipelago, discover 
the last of the world’s matriarchies through the 
stories of the women who run them. Each of 
the five films in the collection is an immersion 
into one of these societies, through the eyes of a 
woman.

RITUALS OF THE WORLD 15x26’ 
Fire dancing in Papua New Guinea or climbing to 
the top of the Ethiopian cliffs to introduce one’s 
child to God: this series reveals how some people 
today still practice rituals that structure their 
lives and become, beyond a simple social bond, a 
structuring force and a source of culture.

THE DEEP MED 52’&90’ UHD
4 divers spend 28 days in a 5m2 capsule at 120 
m deep to reveal the luxuriant and unknown 
depths of the Mediterranean. After "700 
SHARKS" and "EXPEDITION ANTARCTICA", 
Laurent Ballesta has yet again challanged 
himself to a new world record

Selected at JACKSON WILD MEDIA 
Awards 2020

THE UNDERWATER VOLCANO 52’ UHD
Beneath the oceans’ surface, thousands of 
volcanoes have yet to be discovered or explored. 
Mount La Pérouse is one of these sleeping 
giants, off the coast of Reunion Island. The 
oceanographers still consider the area to be a 
true “terra incognita”, a mystery to solve. To 
date, no diver has ever approached it. Embark 
on an unprecedented human and scientific 
adventure.  

CONQUEST OF THE DEEP 52’ 
This film retraces the history of scuba diving for 
the first time. The origins of diving date back 
thousands of years, and through experiments 
and trials, accidents and discoveries, mankind 
has pushed back the boundaries and descend to 
the depths of the abyss. A historical and scientific 
documentary that immerses the viewer into 
the fascinating world of underwater exploration 
which has fired the imagination of men and 
women for centuries.

WELCOME TO MY STRANGE CITY 10x52'
All over the planet, cities seem to pop up and 
grow, sometimes despite extreme climatic 
or geographical conditions. How do people 
acclimate to lead normal lives? Some are 
extremely cold, others extremely hot, very high, 
isolated or incredibly densely populated. There 
are dozens of cities that are not very appealing 
from our perspective. And yet, there inhabitants 
are unaware that their daily lives are a feat in 
themselves.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/TERRES_DES_FEMMES
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/PLANETE_MEDITERRANEE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/RITUELS_DU_MONDE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_mysteres_du_Mont_de_la_Perouse
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/L_ivresse_des_profondeurs
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DROLES_DE_VILLES
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S C I E N C E

T R A V E L  &  A D V E N T U R E

W I L D L I F E

THE MONGOL HORSE TAMER 52’ & 90’ UHD
In the Darhat valley of northern Mongolia, the 
horses of the nomadic tribes are disappearing. 
Bandits are stealing them to sell to Russian 
abattoirs for just a few rubles. But Shukhert, a 
crime-fighting Darhat horseman, is relentlessly 
pursuing them to the Taiga mountain range of 
Mongolia, on the border with Siberia. 

FEAST OF THE KILLER WHALES  52’ UHD
Follow Didier Noirot, one of the world’s greatest 
underwater cameramen, as he tracks the largest 
concentration of orcas - using 8K underwater 
cameras and drones - and dives right into the 
heart of the hunt for herring. Orcas, whales and 
fishermen join in to claim their share of the 
booty in the Arctic Sea, north of Norway.

THE MYSTERY OF RASCAR CAPAC MUMMY 52’
Like in a police investigation the film dives in to 
the mysterious world of pre-Colombian mum-
mies from Chile and Peru, to uncover where 
the famous Rascar Capac mummy exposed in 
the Brussels Museum of Art & History actually 
comes from. Using state of the art technology, 
scientists carry out tests on the mummy to dis-
cover not only it origins, but who he was, how 
he lived and how he died.

S C I E N C E 

VANUATU, AN ODYSSEY AT THE END OF THE 
WORLD 52’ UHD
Hernin and Marcellin Abong are two Vanuatu 
twin brothers with very different backgrounds: 
one has become the “Very Great Chief” of his 
tribe, while the other is an ethno-archaeologist. 
Their culture is slowly but surely disappearing 
forever...

360° GEO - SEASON 20 & 21 – 50x52’ UHD 
Whether they depict deep-sea divers in the 
Bermuda triangle or game keepers in the far 
reaches of the Siberian forest, these films 
provide us with insights into the lives and work 
of exceptional men and women. Our teams 
travel the planet exploring nature, technology 
and remote civilizations and portray what 
they discover there through meticulously 
documented, emotion-packed reports.

DESTINATIONS 50x26’ & 374x13’
Far from the frenzy of urban life, the series is 
an invitation to enjoy the simple pleasures of 
traveling to the four corners of the world to 
discover places that inspired the great artists, 
resulting in an exchange between a land, a town, 
a landscape and a work of art.
150 NEW EPISODES 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Vanuatu__l_Odyssee_du_bout_du_monde
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Mongolie_-_Le_Cavalier_Darhat_et_l_Etalon_Blanc
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Norvege___le_festin_des_orques
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/LA_VERITABLE_HISTOIRE_DE_RASPAR_CAPAC
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/360__GEO
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/INVITATION_AU_VOYAGE
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W I L D L I F E @MIPDoc @MIPDoc S C I E N C E 

LOSING SLEEP 52’
Insomnia, sleep apnea, and narcolepsy are massively increasing in the world. In a scientific inves-
tigation, we discover the new methods developed to find sleep: fractional sleep, light therapy, 
helmets that stimulate the brain. 
The science of sleep has become a major priority for researchers, so much so that the Nobel Prize in 
medicine has just been awarded for the discovery of the internal biological clock. 

SCREEN GENERATION:  A SICK 
GENERATION? 52’ UHD
Smartphone, television, computer, gaming 
console or digital tablet are now unavoidable 
in our day to day lives. This everyday intrusion 
has sparked numerous controversies – hysteria 
becomes collective. Are we damaging our brain 
with these damned screens? This scientific 
movie will distinguish between verified truths 
and falsehoods as well as the merely possible 
side -effects of screen exposure.

 SAPIENS, THE NEW BEGINNING 2X45' UHD

In 2017, Nature magazine  reveals an 
archeological scoop that completely rewrites the 
story of our origins. 40 years of study that proves 
not only that we are a much older species than 
what we have been taught, but that east Africa 
is not the cradle of Humanity!

DATA SCIENCE VS FAKE 31x2’
A series of animated films designed to combat 
misconceptions and misinformation. Thanks to 
data visualizing, discover a collection that trans-
forms data into visually appealing and scientifi-
cally accurate animated pictures. Explore graphs 
and pictures that represent figures down to the 
last pixel... Truth and falsehood have never been 
clearer.

NANOWORLD, THE KEY TO OUR SURVIVAL 
52’
Nature is an inexhaustible source of knowledge. 
After 3 billion years of evolution, it has created 
amazing mechanisms, even at a microscopic 
level, that allow plants and animals around us 
to protect themselves, to grow, to move or to 
face the attacks of the elements.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DORMIR_A_TOUT_PRIX__52_
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Generation_ecran__generation_malade
https://sales.arte.tv/fiche/HOMO_SAPIENS__LE_NOUVEAU_DEPART_2
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_nanosurvies___les_pouvoirs_invisibles_de_la_nature
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/DATA_SCIENCE_VS_FAKE_-_Saisons_1_2
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N A T U R E  &  D I S C O V E R Y L I F E S T Y L E@MIPDoc @MIPDoc 
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C I N E M A

A R T  &  C U LT U R E @SSDLibrary

@SSDLibrary @SSDLibrary

LOOKING FOR MELANIA TRUMP 52’
«I am the most bullied person in the world” – Melania Trump recently 
complained on the ABC channel. Mocked for her multiple blunders, some 
see the American First Lady as a schemer who seems to be out of place in 
the spotlight. Others, on the contrary, celebrate her classicism and discre-
tion as a sign of a return to traditional moral values. What if the truth is 
more complex? Who is Melania Trump really?

I N V E S T I G A T I O N

THE STORY OF DRUG TRAFFICKING  3x52’
From the 1880’s to today, discover the incredible saga of global drug 
trafficking, heroin, cocaine, opium, cannabis and other synthetic drugs. In an 
in depth chronological investigation, global geopolitics and power struggles 
between states will be analyzed through an original angle. In the 19th 
century, opium use spread throughout Asia, promoted by colonial powers. 
Meanwhile, the western pharmaceutical industry was developing some 
miraculous products, such as morphine, cocaine, and heroin…

FLYING OBJECTS – A STATE SECRET 52’ & 90’ 
UHD
This film is a rigorous investigation into a 
subject which has always been considered 
science fiction. UFOs exist, and officials from the 
Pentagon, the NASA and from other prestigious 
institutions will prove it to you.

A HISTORY OF THE EUROPEAN WORKING 
CLASS 4x52’ 
In 4 episodes of a spectacular tale, this show 
reminds us of what our societies owe to the 
workers’ movements and its struggles. The story 
begins in the 18th century, but their fight carries 
on today. Much of our current democracies’ 
institutions and values flow from older working 
class demands: universal suffrage or social 
solidarity are some of its most telling examples.

ATOM: 150 YEARS OF LIES 52’ UHD
This historical investigation on radioactivity 
gives voice to irradiated soldiers, workers, 
children, while revealing the lies of the nuclear 
world. From Marie Curie to Fukushima, from the 
Second World War bombings to nuclear disas-
ters, the film will measure the indifference and 
cynicism of the military and civil powers and the 
arrogance of the nuclear industry.

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  H I S T O R Y

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Melania_Trump__cet_obscur_objet_du_pouvoir
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/HISTOIRE_DU_TRAFIC_DE_DROGUE_1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/OVNIS_UNE_AFFAIRE_D_ETAT
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/UNE_HISTOIRE_DE_LA_CLASSE_OUVRIERE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Notre_ami_l_atome
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C I N E M A @MIPDoc @MIPDoc 

@MIPDoc 

C O N T E M P O R A R Y  H I S T O R Y

ISRAEL/IRAN/USA: THE LONG WAR 2x52’
Targeted assassinations, bombings, unidentified military attacks are piling up all over the Middle 
East. Can the «secret war» between Iran and Israel turn into a major regional if not global confron-
tation? The two countries are nowadays the two dominant powers in the Middle East. Their conflict 
is reinforced since President Trump decided to leave the nuclear agreement. The film looks back 
over the forty years that followed the Islamic revolution in Iran, the Israeli invasion of Lebanon, the 
Civil war in Syria, to offer relevant keys to understanding the new Middle East.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY: DECEMBER 2020

LIVING IN GERMANY AT WAR  2x52’
This film, consisting entirely of archives, 
recounts the daily lives of both German civilians
and soldiers during the six years of WW2, from
its start in September 1939 up to the months
following the German surrender. A plunge into
the private lives of a people on the path to 
selfdestruction. 

STALIN’S EXECUTIONERS - THE KATYN MASSACRE 52’& 90’ 
In April 2020, 80 years will have passed since the killings of 22,000 Polish war prisoners by the NKVD, 
the Soviet political police. Originally attributed to the Nazis, the Katyn tragedy remained a secret for 
fifty years. It was only on the eve of the collapse of the Soviet Union that Mikhail Gorbachev was forced 
to recognise Stalin’s responsibility in the perpetration of these crimes. His successor, Boris Elstine, 
disclosed the archives and unearthed some of the evidence that has been so long awaited.

444 DAYS – THE IRAN HOSTAGE CRISIS 52' 
In these 444 days, Iranian Islamists imposed their 
will on their country and the world. Rediscover 
the events of November 4, 1979 to January 20, 
1981. This defining moment of the last half of 
the 20th century marked the beginning of the 
conflict between the United States and its former 
ally, Iran.
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY: MARCH 2021 

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ISRAEL-IRAN__LA_LONGUE_GUERRE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ALLEMANDS_DANS_LA_GUERRE__LES__1
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Les_bourreaux_de_Katyn
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/444_Jours_-_La_crise_Iran_-_USA
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I N V E S T I G A T I O N @MIPDoc L I T E R A T U R E

THE BIRTH OF HAUTE CUISINE 52’ & 90’ UHD
We owe modern dining to one man, Auguste Escoffier, who transformed the 
restaurant experience at the end of 19th century. He was the legendary chef 
of the first luxury hotels such as the Ritz, the Savoy and the Carlton. With 
reenactments and interviews of internationally renowned chefs, discover 
the destiny of the man who remains a role model for most starred-chefs 
today.

AN OPERA FOR AN EMPIRE 52’ & 90’ UHD
Famous for its ghost, the Garnier Opera House is above all the product of 
a titanic building site and the window of a time, the Second Empire. From 
1852 to 1870, 80 years of flamboyance made Paris the capital of moder-
nity. This documentary tells the story of the great Paris construction of the 
Garnier Opera House, which lasted 14 years.

H I S T O R Y

BASED ON A TRUE STORY 8x26’
There have been countless works of fiction based on true stories. It seems we can never have 
enough of them. Everyday folk are all the rage - and they often make excellent fictional characters. 
This documentary series takes up where fictional adaptations leave off and tells the real-life stories 
they are based on, using a wealth of archive material to retrace the extraordinary lives of the ordi-
nary people involved. WIth the story of Gerry Conlon, Lucie Aubrac and more.

THE ODYSSEY 10x26’
We offer you a new take on Homer’s work: The 
Odyssey. Ulysses’ famous journey across the 
seas to reach hi whom on the island of Ithaca 
ad to his wife Penelope. A voyage filled with 
danger, terrible storms and terrifying encoun-
ters. Keeping in line with the first two seasons, 
each episode consists in a succession of 
original animations and very rich iconography.

https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/A_la_recherche_du_sommeil_perdu
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/ESCOFFIER___LE_PREMIER_CHEF_MODERNE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/Un_opera_pour_un_empire
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/D_APRES_UNE_HISTOIRE_VRAIE
https://distribution.arte.tv/fiche/GRANDS_MYTHES__LES_



